
 
 
 

Polyplus-transfection unveils a new technology 
that improves intracellular delivery of  

small interfering RNAs in vivo and opens the 
way to new therapeutic possibilities  

  
 

The "STICKY SIRNA"™ technology is already being tested in vivo 
by academic laboratories and biotech companies  

 
 
Strasbourg, April 24th, 2008 - Polyplus-transfection, a company specialized in 
research, development and commercialization of innovative reagents for delivery of 
biomolecules, today announces the development of a new technology that improves in 
vivo delivery of small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) when they are associated with a cationic 
polymer. This technology is based on a new class of small interfering RNAs the company 
has developed: "STICKY SIRNA"™ (ssiRNAs™). 
 
The technology involves extending the opposite ends of interfering RNAs with short 
complementary A(5-8)/T(5-8) 3' sequences that are able to form concatemers in the 
presence of a cationic polymer such as in vivo-jetPEI™ (also developed by Polyplus-
transfection) and thus form complexes as stable as with genes. With this new 
technology, small interfering RNAs stay connected to their delivery reagent during the 
whole journey to the target cells, and induce the RNA interference mechanism. This 
innovation is applicable to therapeutic siRNAs, and a wide variety of pathologies could 
benefit from it such as cancers, allergies and viral diseases. 
 
Up to now, the market for the delivery of therapeutic siRNAs has been dominated by the 
use of cationic lipids. Thanks to this ssiRNA™ technology, cationic polymers such as in 
vivo-jetPEI™ have now entered the market with clear advantages in specific areas. 
 
"We are proud of having developed this new technology, for which we have filed a broad 
patent application as well as a trademark application," said the C.E.O. of Polyplus-
transfection," Joëlle Bloch. "Within a few months, we have succeeded in offering our 
customers two major therapeutic advances: a GMP-compliant delivery reagent, in vivo-
jetPEI™, and a new means of delivering siRNAs associated with this reagent. Our 
customers have already shown a keen interest in these two developments, and ssiRNAs™ 
are starting to be tested in vivo by several academic laboratories and biotechnology 
companies."  
 
Polyplus-transfection's new technology was outlined in an article published in Proceedings 
of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America in October 2007 
under the title "Sticky overhangs enhance siRNA-mediated gene silencing", volume 104, 
pages 16,050-16,055, Bolcato-Bellemin et al. 
 



 
RNA interference (RNAi) 
RNA interference is a natural mechanism that operates in cells and makes it possible to 
selectively silencing or regulating specific gene expression. The mechanism of RNA 
interference is a major discovery in biology, whose potential therapeutic impact was 
recognized by the award of the Nobel Prize for Medicine in 2006. As many diseases are 
the result of the inappropriate activity of some genes, the ability to control these genes 
selectively through RNA interference has speeded up the understanding of the roles of 
these genes and their interrelations.  
Since then, it has been shown that RNA interference could be a means of treating a large 
number of diseases. In effect, RNA interference can be induced by small, double-
stranded RNA molecules called small interfering RNAs (siRNAs). Delivering these 
chemically synthesized molecules into cells is one of the means of activating RNA 
interference for therapeutic purposes, by targeting the messenger RNA of a gene to be 
knocked down. This process has the effect of stopping the production of a protein 
encoded by the target gene.  
 
 
About Polyplus-transfection  
Polyplus-transfection is focused on developing innovative solutions for delivery of 
biomolecules. The company has been marketing its transfection reagents worldwide since 
2001 and is reinvesting most of its revenues in research and development.  
Transfection consists in introducing a gene or a small interfering RNA into cells. This 
technique makes it possible to cross the cellular barriers and deliver such biomolecules 
into the cells for research or therapeutic purposes. 
Customers of Polyplus-transfection's products and services include biotechnology and 
pharmaceutical companies as well as life science academic laboratories. Polyplus-
transfection offers high quality consultancy, personalized scientific support and expertise 
in regulatory affairs related to the use of its reagents in clinical trials. Phases I/II cancer 
gene therapy and AIDS trials are underway in Israel, USA, Sweden and Germany using 
GMP-compliant reagents from Polyplus-transfection. 
The Strasbourg-based company is recognized as a leading innovator in the transfection 
market, with ISO 9001:2000 certification, exclusive licenses from the CNRS and 
numerous patent applications pending. 
Polyplus-transfection R&D has well-established partnerships with biotech companies and 
is also involved in several European research collaboration networks, such as GIANT 
(Gene Therapy, an Integrated Approach to Neoplastic Treatment) and RIGHT (RNA 
Interference Technology as Human Therapeutic Tool).  
Polyplus-transfection recently extended its field of expertise to the development of new 
cationic oligonucleotides for molecular biology and diagnostics and is leading the 
corresponding OligoPlus research program. 
 
 For more information, visit: http://www.polyplus-transfection.com 
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